Your Voice
Lesson Plan for a class of KS3 school students – approx. 45-50 minutes
This activity requires access to the internet using laptops, desktop computers with speakers or iPads to
view the Who We Are, Who We Aren’t website (www.imnotyour.co.uk) and listen to the sound tracks.
The young people should work in pairs or threes with one device.

Listen – 15 minutes
Each group should listen to the sound tracks from the YOUR VOICE page.
Sound track 1 – Race or class? (3:14)
Sound track 2 – Is racism an age thing? (1:59)
Sound track 3 – Is race racist? (4:34)

Discuss – 10 minutes
Each small group is allocated a track to discuss. For each track there are three questions.
Discuss together how you would order the questions in terms of importance and number them 1, 2, 3.
How would you answer the questions?
Race or class?
 Do you think racism is linked to social inequalities or is it separate?
 By concentrating on race and racism, are we ignoring how society is not fair for many people?
Should we focus on changing attitudes to race or changing the whole system?
 By separating out inequalities into different issues (race, gender, class, sexuality...) are we
forgetting about generally respecting and understanding everyone’s differences (including
differences of opinion)?
Is racism an age thing?
 As younger people grow up in more mixed communities, will racism lessen?
 Is racism based on a lack of understanding and experience of others’ lives or are there other
reasons that lead to it?
 As friendship groups become more mixed, do we have to rethink what is seen as racist (for
example, non-Black people using the N-word or colour-based abuse of white people)? What are the
dangers of this?
Is race racist?
 Is race based on outdated ideas of superiority/inferiority?
 Would we be better off, as President Macron of France has suggested, not identifying people by
race or ethnicity, in the hope that we stop thinking about the differences? What are the dangers of
this?
 Why do we use colour to refer to some people (black, white) and nationality (no matter how
distant) for others (Indian, Chinese)?

Comment – 10 minutes
Write down some comments that arose from your discussions.

Share – 10 minutes
Each group reads out one comment to the whole class. Have any of your opinions been changed?

